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SU and ESF Team Up for
Climate Change Teach-In
"Lessons From Sandy" panelists share their views on climate change, natural
disasters, and what it means for us
by

odibs

2 years ago

5 Views

Students, faculty, and Syracuse residents came out last night to SU's Maxwell Auditorium listen to a panel
discuss climate change in regards to natural disasters. Among the panelists were Dr. Charlie Hall, an ecology
professor at SUNY ESF and author of the book "Energy and the Wealth of Nations," and local meteorologist Dave
Eichorn, as well as two SU students and two associate professors.
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Speaking on a panel tonight! #suclimatedisruption
5:54 PM  28 Feb 2013

Each of the panelists had a different perspective on the lessons learned from Hurricane Sandy. Sophomore
Emma Edwards focused on the youth, associate professor for the SU African-American studies Kishi Sucre
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focused on marginalized groups, and Eichorn focused on weather patterns.
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@DaveEichorn: Sandy's path and strength not an anomaly, a
result of climate change #lessonsfromsandy
7:04 PM  28 Feb 2013
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A Panel says "poor people are the ones who are impacted the
most by the dirty energy business" #lessonsfromsandy #b4642
6:50 PM  28 Feb 2013
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"Water, water everywhere and not a drop to drink" Farhana
Sultana tells us what it's like to have water systems disrupted
#lessonsfromsandy
6:32 PM  28 Feb 2013

While most in attendance seemed to agree on most issues, one point of contention was Dr. Hall's strong stance
on the continued use of fossil fuels. Dr. Hall expressed that he believes there is no alternative.
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"If you want to stop burning oil, don't have kids and reduce your
salary by 90%. Then we'll talk." #yikes
6:13 PM  28 Feb 2013

Yet, other students and panelists are looking forward to divesting in fossil fuels.
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$480 BILLION is invested in fossil fuel industry on Wall Street
from US universities. Lets change that. #SUclimatedisruption
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UC Santa Barbara and Vassar College amongst the newest
Student Assemblies who've divested in fossil fuels
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Environment: Framing fossil fuel divestment goals with social
injustices imperative for movement bit.ly/YYOO4d
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